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VB-Audio updates the Voicemeeter product range

Voicemeeter Standard, Voicemeeter Banana and Potato are now available in version

1 0 7 8 / 2 0 5 8 and 3 0 1 8 to offer new improvements and new features, in order

to reply to the growing demand in audio management, for any online conferencing

workflow and any live video productions. Voicemeeter is a virtual audio mixer and a

virtual audio device for Windows, able to connect any audio points and any audio

applications together.

These versions come to fix different issues reported during the past year and to

offer many new functions through the MIDI Mapping with feedback, to control

motorized fader and LED buttons, through the remote API to control more functions

in MacroButtons application, though the VBAN protocol, now including a PING

identification service and VBAN-Chat for better connection checking. And the

MacroButtons application can also now be remoted by VBAN-TEXT

Application Volume Mixer (inside Voicemeeter Potato Virtual Inputs strip), has been

completely revised to display more connected applications and real time level

meters for a better audio source control. The 4 first applications in the list can even

be MIDI Mapped to MIDI controller with MIDI Feedback! Then it is possible to

manage application volume separately with physical faders.

Finally these new Voicemeeter versions are now integrating different diagnostic

tools to check if the audio driver installation is correct (and has not been corrupted

by WIN10 update) and are providing different functions to prevent recurrent audio

problems, for example unexpected device disconnections are now detected and

shown in RED. VBAN UDP port conflict with other application is also detected…

Vincent Burel said: the year 2020 showed how Voicemeeter can be helpful to

manage audio in rational way under Windows for an incredible amount of different

workflow and various multimedia production processes. In 2021 we hope we could

propose it for MAC users as well. This is what we are working on anyway...

Voicemeeter Standard and Voicemeeter Banana are distributed as simple

Donationware, Voicemeeter Potato is distributed as donationware with an activation

code, free to download and free to use. It will periodically invite you to activate your
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license after 30 days.

www.voicemeeter.com

www.vb-audio.com
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